Ease of learning new concepts may best be understood by simultaneously considering models of learning and theories of how "good" systems of categories are organized. The authors tested the effects on learning of value systematicity, a proposed organizing principle: If 1 attribute is predictive of another, it should predict still more. This principle derives from focused sampling in the internal feedback model (D. Billman & E. Heit, 1988) of unsupervised, or observational, learning. In 3 experiments, the authors tested how the organization of structure in input (value systematicity) affected unsupervised learning of categories about alien animals. Across all experiments, learning a target rule was easier in conditions with high value systematicity, relative to several low systematicity controls. The authors compare results to predictions of several learning models and consider the links between learning and the resulting category structure.
What Makes a Category Good?
There are two conspicuous alternatives on what makes a category or set of categories "good": similarity and theory. The similarity position holds that good categories are those in which instances within a category are highly similar to each other but quite different from instances in other categories (Medin, 1983) . Similarity theories differ in the formal, contentindependent rule for computing similarity and their resulting predictions about what concepts should be easiest to learn (e.g., Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1977; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Reed, 1972 ; see also Medin & Schwanenflugel, 1981 , on linear separability). Similarity models focus on formal, local, content-independent comparison rules. Though similarity models have had many predictive successes, the concept of similarity has been made progressively more complex, context sensitive, and mutable. Similarity may act more as a dependent than an independent variable, changing as a result of learning (Goodman, 1983; Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993; Murphy &Medin, 1985) .
The theory-based view emerged in response to inadequacies of similarity models. From this perspective, categories' coherence or goodness is a function of how central and integrated the category content is with respect to a larger theory or to the prior beliefs of the learner. Research on effects of theory or prior belief often focuses explicitly on contingency learning as well as categorization per se. Effects of prior belief can often be interpreted as biasing, or increasing the salience of, particular attributes or particular relations between attributes (e.g., Biliman, Bornstein, & Richards, 1992; Chapman & Chapman, 1967 , 1969 Garcia, Hawkins, & Rusiniak, 1974; Pazzani, 1991) . Indeed, prior theory is often viewed as distinct from and competing with structural biases that similarity models might propose. Wattenmaker, Dewey, Murphy, and Medin (1986) suggested that theory overrides a bias for linearly separable categories, and Pazzani argued similarly that theory overrides a bias for conjunctive over disjunctive concepts. Thus, evidence and suggestions about the role of theory have been about the content of prior beliefs, not structural or organizational principles.
Correlational Systems Approach
The correlational systems approach preserves aspects of both the similarity-based and theory-based views in explaining category goodness. Like similarity views, the correlational approach emphasizes structure or organization rather than particular content. Like the theory-based view, it is sensitive to fit within a whole conceptual system of representations and the role of an attribute across multiple, related categories. Keil's (1979) M and W constraints are the most related precedents: Like the correlational systems approach, they are both structural and concerned with a whole system of categories.
We believe that structural biases in learning emerge from two complementary roles that concepts play. First, concepts model predictive structure in the world allowing us to classify novel instances and predict relevant properties. Bird captures predictive structure, allowing prediction of the appearance or activities of the next bird-in-the-street. Prediction, rather than classifying per se or comparing similarity of category members, is a primary objective in concept use. This is the purpose of categories that Anderson (1991) assumed in his rational analysis of concept learning. Second, concepts are also the currency of thought and should be organized in a manner that facilitates reasoning. If attributes are used consistently across contrasting categories and categories are organized hierarchically, this should facilitate using the system of categories in a variety of reasoning tasks, not just predictions of familiar properties.
In the current research we addressed just two structural principles from this framework: value systematicity (Barsalou & Billman, 1988) and value contrast. Category systems that have these properties afford richer inferences about new instances and about new attribute values as well.
1. Value systematicity" If one attribute value (e.g., limb = wing) predicts the value of a second attribute (locomotion = fly), then that same first value should predict values of other attributes (covering = feathers). Two domains can have the same total redundancy or correlation but differ in degree of value systematicity. In domains with high value systematicity, correlations are not widely distributed across attributes but cluster in a few.
2. Value contrast: If one value of an attribute predicts the value of a second attribute (locomotion = fly), then other values of the same attribute (locomotion = walk, swim, or crawl) should also be predictive. This is related to Goodman's (1983; see also Shipley, 1993) ideas about projectability and entrenchment, but it is framed in terms of relations among attributes. In domains with high value contrast, contrasting values of the same attributes are informative across contrasting categories.
We hypothesized that it is easier to learn predictive regularities if the input has high value systematicity and high value contrast. For instance, learning about birds (or even the relation between feathers and flying) in our actual, benign world should be easier than in a world in which feathers and flying went together, but no additional properties correlated, and in which body covering and locomotion were irrelevant for other categories. In our experiments we compared learning from input with high or low value systematicity while value contrast was constant and high across all conditions.
Unsupervised Concept Learning
In our experiments we investigated unsupervised concept learning. Unsupervised learning tasks may provide a more transparent window into the internal learning biases of a person than supervised tasks do because external demands on the learner are weaker. In addition, of course, unsupervised learning is a very important, though less studied, part of our adaptive ability.
In unsupervised concept learning the participant is exposed to instances, but contrastive categories are not identified for the participant, and the experimenter does not provide any discriminative feedback or labels. Tasks vary, but typically the participant does not know about the number or existence of categories and is exposed to the examples under cover of some other task such as item memory. Unlike supervised concept learning, it is not clear exactly what the appropriate measure of success is. In supervised learning, the participant provides a category label as the measure of learning. The task can be viewed either as placing instances into groups by assigning them the same label (sorting) or as predicting the label from cues provided in the instance (prediction). In unsupervised learning, however, sorting and predicting are not expressed in the same task. In an unsupervised learning task, participants can be asked to sort instances into groups, which are then compared with an intended experimenter-produced sort (e.g., Fried & Holyoak, 1984; Homa & Cultice, 1984) . However, this measure does not involve prediction of any specific attribute because no sorting variable was specified during learning.
Alternatively, knowledge of the predictive structure in input can be assessed directly, by asking participants to predict attribute values or to detect anomalous pairings (Brooks, 1978; Reber, 1969) . The participant can be asked to discriminate between acceptable or familiar creatures with wings, beaks, and feathers and unacceptable or imaginary creatures with wings and beaks but with fur. In our experiments we measured knowledge of predictive structure in input rather than sorting preferences. Given an understanding of the measures of unsupervised concept learning, we can now ask what is known about it.
The first empirical issue in unsupervised learning is whether and when people can do it. Researchers using clustering tasks (i.e., with participant-generated labels) have found that people can recover intended categories, at least as long as the category structure is "sufficiently strong" (Fried & Holyoak, 1984; Homa & Cultice, 1984) . Studies in which participants are asked to distinguish instances that preserve versus disrupt structure available in input have also demonstrated successful unsupervised learning, most notably in studies of artificial grammar learning. Artificial grammar research has a variety of motivations (implicit or explicit status of knowledge, Reber, 1969 , or analysis of information relevant to natural acquisition, BiUman, 1989; Moeser & Bregman, 1972; Morgan & Newport, 1981) , but successful learning has been found widely.
A second critical issue is what people learn about relations among attributes. Learning relations among attributes is at the heart of unsupervised learning. Any test in which participants are asked to detect violations of correlations present in learning measures relational knowledge. If participants succeed on such measures, then they have learned relations among attributes. Thus, the artificial grammar studies demonstrated that people learn and use relations among cues in those tasks. Further, Billman (1992) provided evidence that this knowledge is more abstract than simple similarity comparisons. Studies using text descriptions of people also found that participants learn relations between cues (Heit, 1992) , and this knowledge is more abstract than sensitivity derived from instance comparisons (Wattenmaker, 1991 (Wattenmaker, , 1992 (Wattenmaker, , 1993 . Wattenmaker (1993) found that although people can abstract relational structure, they are less likely to with increasingly implicit learning tasks. Our experiments are analogous to Wattenmaker's (1993) : while he asked how variations in task affect correlational learning, we asked how variations in stimulus structure affect correlational learning.
A third issue is whether and how learning one relation between attributes influences learning about other relations. In supervised tasks requiring contingency judgments or classifications, researchers have found evidence of competition or blocking among correlated attributes (Chapman & Robbins, 1990; Shanks, 1985 ; see also Waldman & Holyoak, 1992) . To our knowledge, the only studies addressing the influence of correlated attributes in unsupervised learning come from studies of artificial grammar learning (Billman, 1989; Billman, Heit, & Dorfman, 1987; Moeser & Bregman, 1972; Morgan & Newport, 1981) . In these studies researchers explored which correlates of syntax aided learning and found evidence of facilitation rather than competition between correlated attributes.
In summary, (a) people can learn in unsupervised settings, (b) they can learn relations between cues, and (c) though there is little research on interactions, facilitation rather than competition among cues seems to hold. How do models of unsupervised concept learning address these findings?
Models of Unsupervised Learning
Few models have been developed for unsupervised concept learning compared with the wide range of models for supervised learning. Sensibly enough, models of supervised learning rely on discriminative feedback to guide learning. Although supervised models might be applied to unsupervised tasks, this generally requires modification. In particular, those aspects of the models that use explicit feedback will not apply to these tasks (attentional learning in Nosofsky, 1984, and Kruschke, 1992) .
Models applied to or developed for unsupervised concept learning include independent dimension models, instance models developed for supervised learning, connectionist models, and clustering models. Independent dimension models (prototypes in Homa and Cultice, 1984 , and attribute distributions in Fried and Holyoak, 1984 ) have been developed and tested specifically for unsupervised concept learning. They do not (in simple form) predict learning of relational structure.
Similarity models that just store instances could be applied to unsupervised learning (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Heit, 1992 , using repeated similarity matches) by treating all the instances presented as belonging to a single category (Medin, Altom, Edelson, & Freko, 1982) . A new instance can then be compared with the training set to determine if it is similar enough to belong to the category. The few studies that tested the sufficiency of the basic context model for unsupervised learning found evidence of selective rule use and selective sensitivity to relational structure beyond that predicted by the context model (Billman, 1992; Wattenmaker, 1992) .
Autocorrelational models of unsupervised learning capture regularities with the same competitive model of associative learning used in connectionist models of supervised learning (Rumelhart & Zipser, 1986; Schyns, 1991) . In these models, attributes compete for predictive success, producing blocking and overshadowing. Few researchers outside of the artificial grammar studies have investigated whether competition or facilitation occurs in unsupervised learning. The experiments reported in this article begin such inquiry.
Finally, Anderson's (1991) clustering model and the related hierarchical models in machine learning (COBWEB, Fisher, 1987; TWlLIX, Martin, 1992) capture predictive structure in input in unsupervised learning. The motivation for the models is closest to our own. Their predictions for our experiments are considered in the Discussion section.
The Internal Feedback Model With Focused Sampling
The internal feedback model of unsupervised learning is a rule learning system that uses match or mismatch between expected and observed values to generate feedback internally. It uses the focused sampling plan to direct attention to predictive attributes. This biases the model to learn predictive regularities and categories in which many values of many attributes are mutually relevant and interpredictive (i.e., high value systematicity and value contrast). The internal feedback model uses a simple classifier or production system representation. Productions have a set of attribute values as their condition and a value of an attribute to be predicted as their action. The procedure samples a set of predictor attributes, matches their values to attribute values specified in conditions of existing productions or creates a new one, and predicts the attribute value specified in the action part of that production. This prediction is then tested against the value of that attribute in the currently observed instance. There are two types of strength revision: the rule's strength (estimate of the probability correct) and the attribute's salience (probability of sampling). Rule strength and attribute salience increase with predictive success and decrease with failure. The properties described here are sufficient to bias the model toward learning regularities among multiple, mutually relevant attributes. (For more details see Heit, 1988, and Chalnick and Like other models confronted with a power set of attribute combinations (e.g., Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1977; PI in Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Thagard, 1986) , the internal feedback model must search a large space. Unlike models that require initial representations of all the possibilities that can ever be learned (e.g., Gluck & Bower, 1988) , the internal feedback model treats deciding what rules to consider as part of the learning problem and focused sampling as part of the solution.
This model predicts two benefits from rich correlational structure: general and rule-by-rule facilitation. By general facilitation we mean that it is easier to learn at least something about a category if there are multiple covarying attributes than if there are not. The odds of hitting on some regularity are simply higher when many regularities are present, and many models of learning would predict this type of benefit (analogous to Trabasso and Bower's, 1968 , "redundant relevant cues").
However, the key prediction of the internal feedback model is rule-by-rule facilitation: Any individual rule or pattern will be learned faster in a more structured context, in which other attributes covary with the attributes of the target rule, than in a context in which other attributes do not. If one attribute value predicts many others, learning about one of these relations (covering = feathers ---> locomotion = flying) will facilitate learning about others (covering = scales ~ limb = fin). Allocating more attention to an attribute in one predictive rule will facilitate discovery of other rules in which that attribute also participates.
Prior studies investigating acquisition of syntactic categories of artificial grammars have found evidence for rule-by-rule facilitation from value systematicity in that domain (Billman, 1989) . In the present experiments we looked for rule-by-rule facilitation in the domain of animal categories by varying value Note. Each row corresponds to an instance, each column to an attribute, and each number to the attribute value.
systematicity while keeping value contrast high. Specifically, we tested whether a correlation in a system with high value systematicity is learned faster than when it is part of a system of concepts with low value systematicity. E x p e r i m e n t 1
Method Participants
Ninety-six college students served as participants, 48 for each of two stimuli sets. Within each stimuli set, 12 participants were in the structured condition, and 12 were in each of three isolating conditions. Participants received course extra credit points for their voluntary participation. Figure 1 . Example of learning stimuli. A: three animals from one of the stimulus sets in Experiments 1 and 2. The same seven attributes (head, body, texture, tail, legs, habitat, and time of day) were used in all three experiments. Two different configurations of stimuli were used in the structured condition, and six were used in the isolating conditions for Experiment 1, as described in the text. B: three animals from one of the 60 stimulus sets for Experiment 3; the same attributes were used with modified values. The 60 stimulus sets for participants in Experiment 3 resulted from 5 stimulus sets for each of six rules in each of the two conditions. Stimuli were pictures of novel animals. The pictures were composed of seven three-valued attributes: head type, body shape, texture, leg type, tail type, time of day, and habitat. Figure 1A illustrates each value of all attributes used in Experiment 1. Attributes were selected to be sensible, easily displayed and manipulated, and to include intrinsic as well as contextual properties. These attributes, their values, and their pairings were designed to be plausible and not contradict prior knowledge. Different body parts and covering are often related to each other, nocturnal versus diurnal animals differ in appearance and habitat, habitat can be related to body parts, and so forth. However, the particular pairings were intended not to suggest specific, real animals. Six different rules were used that presumably varied in degree of fit with prior expectations. Each participant saw 27 learning scenes of imaginary animals presented in a Macintosh II hypercard stack. The scenes were repeated in four blocks, each with a different random order. The abstract structure of how attributes correlated and how any correlation was instantiated in a set of pictures is specified schematically in Table 1 . Each row of a schema represents an instance (a picture of an animal); each column represents a logically specified attribute. Numbers in the Nth column of the Mth row give the Nth attribute's value for the Mth instance. For example, the schemas for the structured-condition learning items show that the values of the first four columns of attributes correlate. Different actual attributes were assigned to particular columns for the two stimuli sets.
Stimuli

Structured-condition learning items.
In the structured condition, four attributes covaried with each other: Knowing the value of any one of these four allowed perfect prediction of the value of any of the other three. Values of the remaining three attributes were completely uncorrelated with any attribute. Figure 2 illustrates the relations among attributes. Correlations are indicated by lines. The top of the figure shows the stimulus design for the structured condition.
In each condition we used two sets of rules: Set A and Set B. In Set A, head, tail, time, and texture all covaried in the structured condition. We assessed knowledge of three target rules: the relations between head and time of day, head and tail, and tail and time of day. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 1 , animals with the flop-eared heads had rooster tails, had a striped texture, and were active at dawn or dusk; nocturnal animals with scales had pointed ears and blob tails; and shaggy, diurnal animals had long ears and thin tails. In Set B, body shape, legs, texture, and habitat covaried, and the target rules assessed were body and habitat, body and legs, and legs and habitat. These patterns of correlations can be viewed as setting up three subcategories of animals, each with four attribute values and three unsystematic attributes (in which the values occurred equally often in each category). Table I shows the exact assignments.
Isolating-condition learning items.
Although the same set of attribute values appeared in the isolating conditions as in the structured condition, the pattern of correlations was different, as illustrated in Figure 2 . In the isolating condition, only two attributes covaried, generating a single pairwise correlation. As in the structured condi-tion, the isolating condition had two sets of rules, but distinct simuli were generated for each of the three rules in the two sets. For Set A, the three-rule configurations each isolated one target rule present in the structured condition; in one only head and time of day covaried, in the second only head and tail, and in the third only tail and time of day. Similarly, for Set B, body shape and habitat covaried in one configuration, body and legs in a second, and legs and habitat in a third. Thus, we can compare learning the identical correlation when it occurs in a structured context versus in isolation.
Test items for structured and isolating conditions. The identical test items were used for structured and isolating conditions: one test for Set A and one test for Set B. There were 45 forced-choice test items, 15 for each target rule, and within this, 5 for each of the values of the attributes, for example, Head 1-Tail 1, Head 2-Tail 2, and Head 3-Tail 3. For the isolating-condition participants, test items for two of the three rules were filler items because participants had not been exposed to those correlations during learning. Having a variety of test items for every participant (even though two thirds were fillers for the isolating condition) minimized any learning or reanalysis from the test itself by making the test relatively uninformative about which attributes were important.
The objective of the test was to assess knowledge of the specific target rules presented to the individual participant. Each test item presented a pair of scenes, one correct and one incorrect. The incorrect scene mispaired values of the two attributes in the target rule; whereas the correct scene preserved the correlation present in the learning stimuli. To illustrate, it is as if we are showing participants pictures of lions (preserving the usual combinations of body parts) and pictures of griffins (pairing the head of a predatory bird with the body of a lion) and asking them to select the animal that fits in with the other animals from earth. Correct and incorrect scenes were both novel, so the task was not a picture recognition test.
To make a fair comparison between structured and isolating conditions, we used the missing-parts method: Attribute values were missing that might allow correct judgment on the basis of information other than the target rule. Suppose one is a participant in the structured condition who has learned all of the relations among all four attributes. Then disrupting the head and tail pairing by using the wrong head will also disrupt the bead-texture and head-time of day relation. Knowledge of either of these two additional regularities would allow rejection of an incorrect item without implying knowledge of the head-tail target rule. To address this, we covered up all other potentially informative attributes (here, texture and time of day). Figure 3 shows three examples of the missing-parts items, selected to show how six different attributes were deleted. The attribute values in Figure 3 illustrate those used in Experiment 3, not in Experiment t. Table 2 lists the way each rule in Experiment 1 was tested. Appendix A shows the test schema.
Finally, learning and test schema were designed so that if a difference is found between conditions it cannot be due to similarity comparisons as predicted by the application of the Medin and Schaffer (1978) context model to unsupervised learning. Identical test items were used in both conditions. The similarity of each correct item to the set of old items was identical in structured and isolating conditions, and the similarity of each incorrect item was also identical in structured and isolating conditions. Thus the difference for the structured condition, between correct and incorrect items in their similarity to the old items, must be identical to the difference for the isolated condition. Differential similarity cannot produce a difference in judgment between conditions. This is described in more detail in Appendix B.
In summary, all participants saw pairs of pictures and tried to pick the member of the pair that was consistent with the items in the learning scenes. Pictures in a pair differed only by the value of one of the attributes in the target rule. All pictures had two attributes covered Figure 3 . Three examples of the missing-parts test shown using the attribute values of Experiment 3. In each pair, one item preserves the target correlation, and one item has a misassigned value of one attribute. Attributes that might provide an alternative basis for a correct choice in the structured condition are blanked out. up or deleted. The two deleted attributes changed from item to item on the basis of which rule was being tested. The purpose of a forced-choice design was to be maximally sensitive to any partial knowledge. The purpose of testing multiple patterns was to reduce any possible learning from the test. The purpose of equating, between conditions, the similarity difference between correct and incorrect items was to distinguish our predictions from that of the context model.
Design
A 2 (structured vs. isolating) × 3 (target rule) x 2 (stimulus set) design was used in which three target rules were nested within each of the two stimulus sets. In the structured condition each participant saw and rated each of three target rules (e.g., head-tail, head-time, and tail-time for Set A participants). In the isolating condition each participant provided meaningful data on just one rule between the two Legs and habitat Body and texture correlated attributes that were available during learning (e.g., headtime for Set A Configuration I1 participants). Thus the main factor of structured versus isolating was between participants, but the rule factor was within participants for the structured condition and between participants for the isolating condition. One purpose of this design was to maximize the amount of information we could get from each participant while minimizing the variance from rules and combinations of rules.
Procedure
Participants viewed the learning instances one at a time (roughly 20-30 min of study), took the forced-choice test (roughly 10 min), and finally were interviewed about what they had learned.
Instructions were designed to cultivate an incidental learning set. Participants signed up for an experiment on "visual memory." They were instructed to study the series of pictures carefully, to take as much time as they needed, and that they would be tested on the Fictures later. Viewing was self-paced (to maximize participant involvement and control), with a minimum of 7 s per scene. Instructions never mentioned the number or nature of the attributes or the existence of correlations or categories, nor was any form of explicit feedback provided. During learning, participants viewed four blocks, each with a different ordering of the 27 learning scenes.
After the learning blocks, participants were instructed that they would see pairs of scenes and should pick the one "that best matches with the pictures you have just studied." They were told that parts of the pictures would be missing so judgments should be based only on the given information. Each participant judged the 45 test items, indicating their choice on paper. The primary dependent measure was number correct (of 15 items) for each rule. In the structured condition, each participant's responses to all three target rules were used. In each of the three isolating conditions, only the responses to the items testing the one target rule present during learning were used. Finally, participants were interviewed about what they had noticed and were then debriefed. Figure 4 shows mean performance, by rule, of participants in the structured and isolating conditions. Overall, participants scored higher in the structured (M --76%, SD = 19%) than in the isolating (M = 66%, SD = 21%) condition. Our primary interest was to assess the effect of condition. Our analysis of variance (ANOVA) included participant within structured condition, rule within Set A, rule within Set B, condition, and the interaction of condition and set as effects. The effect of structured versus isolating condition, F(1, 114) = 14.08, MSE = 88.67, p < .001, and of the interaction of stimulus set with condition, F(1,114) = 16.69, MSE = 15.12,p < .001, was highly significant (as was the effect of participant within the structured condition). The interaction resulted from greater benefit of the structured condition for the Set A rules, which also proved to be more difficult. The effect of rule in Set A alone was marginally significant, F(1, 114) = 2.71, MSE --17.06, p = .07, but did not approach significance in Set B (F < 1). Thus, there was an overall effect of condition, but it was carried by Set A.
Results
Discussion
In Experiment 1 we found a strong effect of structured condition versus isolating condition. Those participants presented with richer correlational structure were more likely to learn a component correlational rule than those presented with that identical rule in isolation. However, this effect was carried by one of the two stimuli sets: why?
One possibility is that some idiosyncratic property of the particular configuration of attributes and values in Set A or Set B structured conditions produced the difference. Although the rules were matched between condition, configuration of rules was only relevant for the structured condition and hence could not be matched. However, we did not sample possible configurations of rules widely for the structured condition. Another possible cause of the difference between sets is that the between-participant variance, introduced by the individual differences in learning, was amplified by the relative number of participants in each condition. Because there were only 12 participants in each of the two structured conditions, compared with 36 each in the two isolating conditions, the effect of a few "abnormally good" (or poor) learners in one of the structured conditions would be magnified. A third possibility is that degree of benefit interacted with the particular rules, and we happened to select rules for Set B less prone to benefit, perhaps because they were already easy to learn in the isolating condition.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 we sought to replicate and extend the finding of an advantage of structured over isolating conditions from Experiment 1. Three important changes were introduced. First, we compared six rules as before, but we used five different contexts for each rule in the structured condition. That is, rather than using two structured conditions and pulling out three rules to assess from each, we used 30 different stimuli sets (5 for each of six rules) for the structured condition. This large sample of rules and rule configurations should ensure that any condition differences are due to the contrasting organizations, not to the particular combinations of attribute values or of facilitator rules. Second, for both conditions we used information about only one rule from any 1 participant, producing an entirely between-participants design. Finally, we ensured that the rules provided a wide range of difficulty that was distributed evenly between conditions. On the basis of Experiment 1 piloting, we picked three rules that we thought would be easy to learn in isolation and three we thought would be hard. We reused four of the six rules from Experiment 1 and added two different ones.
Method Participants
One-hundred and twenty college students served as participants: 60 in the structured and 60 in the isolating condition. Participants received extra credit for their voluntary participation.
Stimuli
Stimuli were the same type of animal pictures as those of Experiment 1 and were constructed from the identical set of attribute values. As before, in the structured condition, four of the seven attributes were intercorrelated (producing six pairwise rules). In the isolating condition, two of the seven attributes correlated, forming just one pairwise correlation. However, we used information about just one, target, rule from every participant.
The six different rules were intended to vary in difficulty and in whether they had small or large benefit in Experiment 1. Leg-body and leg-habitat were selected from Experiment 1 as they had been most easy and also had shown the least benefit of structured condition; head-body was added as the third. Time-tail and head-time were selected from Set A of Experiment 1 as hard rules with the most benefit from structure; habitat-tail was added as the third.
For each rule, five different stimuli configurations were used (matched for structured and isolating). For a given rule (between two target attributes), each of the five configurations added a different pair of attributes to make up the set of four total correlated attributes in the structured condition. As in Experiment 1, there were seven total attributes that we manipulated. For each rule (between two attributes), each of the remaining five attributes was used twice across the five configurations. Pairings of these context attributes varied from rule to rule. For the isolating condition, of course, none of the remaining five attributes correlated. Still, for each rule, five different stimuli sets were generated for the isolating condition that matched the five stimuli sets for the structured condition in their specific assignment of random attribute values. Construction of 60 learning sets ensured that any condition effect could not be due to some particularly distinctive combination of values. 1 Appendix C shows the rules used in each configuration.
The missing-parts test of Experiment 1 was used, with attributes deleted that might allow detecting a misassigned attribute value on some basis other than the target rule. Thirty (six rules x five configurations) test sets were constructed, each seen by 2 structured-condition and 2 isolating-condition participants.
Procedure
The same unsupervised learning procedure was used as in Experiment 2 except for two changes. First, the minimum viewing time for each learning trial was reduced from 7 to 4 s, allowing greater participant control of pacing. Second, computer collection of data allowed us to gather learning-trial viewing times and test-trial decision times as well as test responses. Participants again saw four blocks of 27 learning displays followed by 54 test trials (two thirds acting as fillers).
Results
Figure 5 shows a consistent advantage for the structured condition for each rule. Overall, participants in the structured condition averaged 73% (SD = 23%) correct, and participants in the isolating condition averaged 62% (SD = 22%) correct.
A two-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of condition, F(1,108) = 7.89,p = .006, MSE = 136.53. There was no effect of rule and no interaction of condition with rule, Fs(5, 108) < 1, MSE = 12.17 and 2.67, respectively. The range of rule difficulty, as indicated by the difference between the hardest and easiest rule in the isolating conditions, was less in Experiment 2 (rule means ranging from 54% to 66%) than it had been in Experiment 1 (rule means ranging from 50% to 74%).
Because presentation was self-paced, effects of condition might have been mediated by longer study time, and differences in viewing time might be responsible for the effect. The structured condition might be a more motivating or pleasant task, producing more interest in looking longer at each item but not necessarily a difference in amount learned per unit time. We planned to use the two most sensitive viewing-time measures (total time and time for the first block) as a covariate 1 Because stimuli were relatively rich, and participants were probably good at contructing multiple, alternative encodings, the attributes that the participants used were likely to be closely related to but not identical with those used in designing the experiments. In particular, when two attributes covary, one product of noticing their covariation may be a search for some perceptual or conceptual property that integrates them. Participants could encode or reanalyze the target rule attributes in this manner in either condition. This would be another interesting consequence of correlation learning worth investigatation, but it would not produce differential benefit for either condition because the same target rule was used in both. Possibly, in addition to this sort of recoding, correlation of certain "integrator" attributes with a second attribute might cause participants to perceive the second and a third as unitary. Although we know of no evidence that this second-order recoding occurs, it may be possible. The 30 stimuli configurations (6 rules x 5 configurations) make it unlikely that this, or any other property emerging from the combination of specific attribute values, could account for differences between conditions. of our performance measure. However, viewing time significantly interacted with condition, making a covariate analysis inappropriate. Nevertheless, viewing time was quite suggestive. (Viewing times for 3 participants were lost.) First, viewing time in each block was longer in the isolating condition than in the structured condition; isolating participants looked 19.5 min total compared with 16.4 min in the structured condition. Thus, the advantage of the structured condition could not be due to those participants having longer exposure to the learning material. Second, the pattern of interaction itself is quite interesting. In the isolating condition, there was no trace of an effect of viewing time (r = .02,p = .90). In the structured condition, participants who looked longer learned more (r = .358,p = .006). Thus, participants in the structured condition who looked longer seemed to use that experience to learn more, but this was not true for the isolating-condition participants.
Discussion
We again found an overall benefit of the structured condition. This benefit was present across all rules, with no suggestion of an interaction with rule. Descriptively, rule difficulty in the isolating condition varied much less in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. We have no compelling explanation for why benefit occurred uniformly across all rules in Experiment 2 but only for the harder rules in Experiment 1; the completely between-subject design of Experiment 2 rather than the mixed design of Experiment 1 may have made the difference. Finally, the advantage of the structured condition was not linked to longer viewing; rather participants here learned more in less time.
related rules than when it occurred in isolation. However, the value systematicity principle predicts that it is not just number but also the organization of correlations that matters. In Experiment 3 we equated the number of correlations but varied their organization between structured and orthogonal conditions. Let An-Am represent a correlation between attributes n and m. The structured condition had one set of interpredictive attributes (as before) among three not four attributes. The three pairwise correlations for the structured condition can be written A1-A2, A2-A3, and A3-A1. The orthogonal condition also had three pairwise correlations. However, no attribute participated in more than one correlation, and the three pairs can be written as A1-A2, A3--A4, and A5-A6.
Varying the correlational structure necessarily affects many variables about relations between attributes and instances, not all of which can be controlled at once. In Experiments 1 and 2, the structured and isolating conditions matched (a) on the total number and identities of the varying attributes, (b) on the number and identities of the attribute values, and (c) on the identities of the target correlational rules assessed. However, they differed on (a) the number of correlational rules any 1 participant saw, (b) the number (or proportion) of informative versus random attributes shown, and (c) the number of possible instances or amount of redundancy.
By number of correlational rules we mean the pairings of mutually predictive attributes. In Experiments 1 and 2 stimuli for the structured condition simply had more rules or predictive pairs. If overall sparseness or number of predictive patterns affects learning, then this rather than systematicity per se may have produced poorer learning in the isolating conditions.
By informative attributes we mean those participating in a correlation. The number of informative attributes was greater for the structured than for the isolating condition in Experiments 1 and 2 but was less for the structured than for the orthogonal condition in Experiment 3. Some attentional learning models might predict that number or proportion of informative attributes determines difficulty of learning and thus would predict different outcomes for Experiments 1 and 2 than for Experiment 3. Note, however, that it was the condition with the larger number of informative attributes that was easier in Experiments 1 and 2.
By number of possible, or "legal," instances we mean the number of instances that could be generated consistently with the correlational structure. The ratio of possible, legal instances to instances that could be produced if every attribute were independent of every other is the measure of redundancy in a system and is an important variable in predicting learning difficulty in information theoretic accounts (Garner, 1974) . 2 Typically, the greater the redundancy, the greater the degree of value systematicity; in Experiments 1 and 2, the conditions with greater redundancy (and hence fewer possible instances) also did have greater value systematicity. In addition, instance
Experiment 3
In Experiments 1 and 2 we assessed whether the identical rule would be learned better as part of a system with many 2 Because the number of total instances (for zero redundancy) remained the same in all conditions for all experiments (the number of attributes raised to the number of values, 37), the number of possible instances determined the ratio of possible to total instances. models are typically influenced by number of instances and thus might predict that is it number of possible instances, not value systematicity per se, that was responsible for the benefit of the structured condition in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3 we separated systematicity from redundancy, with the structured condition having less redundancy, hence more (three times more) possible instances than the orthogonal condition.
In summary, in Experiment 3 we tested whether the organization, not just number of correlations or instances, facilitates learning. Finding a benefit of the structured condition in Experiment 3, as well as in Experiments 1 and 2, argues that the effects do not depend on number of correlational rules, number of informative attributes, or number of possible instances (see Table 3 ).
Method Design
A 2 (structured vs. orthogonal) x 9 (correlational rules) design was used. Each participant saw three of the nine rules.
Participants
Forty-eight college students served as participants, 24 in each condition. Participants received course extra credit for their participation.
Stimuli
Stimuli were the same type of animal pictures as those of Experiments 1 and 2. The same seven attributes were used, but as shown in Figure 1B , all new values were created. The values were changed to increase the difference or distinctiveness among attribute values and hence perhaps generally increase the levels of learning everywhere. For example, previously some participants reported being slow to notiqe a difference between the dawn and the midday sun; values of other attributes were also perceived as similar. In addition, variation in stimuli guards against unintended artifacts.
Each participant in the structured condition saw stimuli in which three attributes correlated with each other to produce three pairwise correlational rules. Each participant in the orthogonat condition saw stimuli in which each of three different pairs of attributes covaried, producing three orthogonal correlational rules. Appendix D shows schema for the learning items, and Figure 6 illustrates the design.
This design required a more complicated set of configurations to ensure that each rule occurred equally as often in the structured and orthogonal conditions. A total of nine different rules was used; four attributes participated in three rules each, and three attributes participated in two rules each. Three configurations of rules were needed in the orthogonal condition, and five different configurations were needed in the structured condition. One configuration was duplicated in the structured condition for purposes of participant assignment, producing six configurations. Thus the 24 structurodcondition participants were divided among six configurations, and 24 orthogonal-condition participants were divided among three configurations.
Each participant was tested on all three rules to which they had been exposed during learning. The same missing-parts method of testing for knowledge of the correlational rules (illustrated in Figure 3 ) was used as in Experiments 1 and 2. Attributes were deleted that provided any information about correlational structure other than the target rule being tested. For the orthogonal condition, this meant deleting two attributes, one from each of the two other (unrelated) rules. For the structured condition, the third correlated attribute, which was not involved in the target rule tested, was deleted. To equate the number of attributes deleted at test in both conditions, we also deleted an additional attribute; this to-be-deleted attribute was sampled equally often from among the four unsystematic attributes. Appendix E shows a schematic representation of the test items.
Procedure
The same unsupervised learning procedure was used as in Experiment 2. Participants viewed four blocks of 27 learning trials each, followed by 54 missing-parts test trials, 18 for each of the three rules to which that participant had been exposed. 
Results
Participants in the structured condition averaged 77%
(SD --21%) correct compared with 66% (SD = 20%) correct in the orthogonal condition. Means by condition for each rule are shown in Figure 7 . An ANOVA, with participants included as a factor, showed a significant effect of condition, F(1, 46) = Configuration 03 Figure 6 . Design diagram for Experiment 3. Each box shows the stimuli configuration for one group of participants. Heavy lines mark correlations between pairs of attributes. In the structured (S) condition, three of the seven attributes covaried producing three pairwise correlations in one of six configurations (one repeated). In the orthogonal (O) condition, each participant saw three correlations, but they were unrelated to each other. Each pairwise correlation was used equally often in the structured and orthogonal conditions. min) consistently across all blocks. Here again condition differences were not due to longer viewing times in the structured condition. Rather, participants studied longer but learned less in the orthogonal condition.
General Discussion
Summary and Interpretation of Findings
Across three experiments we found that greater complexity, when organized in a coherent manner, facilitates learning. Specifically, input with higher value systematicity leads to faster learning of the identical component rule.
Although value systematicity was confounded with other factors in any one experiment, across experiments we eliminated the most plausible alternative factors. The factor producing benefits in the structured condition was not the number of total correlations, the number of nonrandom attributes, the number of instances consistent with the rules, or the differential initial similarity of test instances to learning instances. Nor were the differences mediated by differential viewing time. Indeed, when there were differences in viewing time, participants in the structured conditions studied less while learning more.
On category structure, we claim that good systems of categories are those that capture rich correlational structure of the input in a manner that facilitates reasoning. We believe that many natural domains afford clusters of psychologically relevant, correlated, attributes. When this is true, categories based on multiple interpredictive attributes are important because they are informative. When input provides rich correlational structure, learning will be easy, and the resulting system of categories will be good. Value systematicity specifies one aspect of the informal notion of rich correlational structure and one property of good categories.
On the learning task, we claim that, as self-organizing systems, people can learn and organize information about their environment relatively autonomously. Viewing natural acquisition (with or without labels) as a broad process of capturing predictive structure in the environment is a tradition running from Brunswick (1955) through Rosch (1978) and Anderson (1991) . From this perspective, supervised learning can be seen as a limiting case of unsupervised learning, one in which the experimenter-provided feedback is the most important property to predict. However, natural language labels, which are the apparent analog of experimental feedback, may actually be treated differently (Cabrera & Billman, 1996) . Natural labels may even be treated as pointers to importantly correlated properties, thus motivating a search for multiple regularities spanning the extension of the label.
On the learning mechanism for unsupervised tasks, we claim it is a self-organizing process that directs attention to predictive attributes and by this means biases discovery toward inferentially rich categories. Our primary evidence for this comes from the higher performance on test trials by participants in the structured conditions. Viewing-time measures, initially included as a control, provided unanticipated additional support: The structured conditions not only produced greater learning when measured on test trials, but participants reached this greater performance in less study time. This is consistent with the notion that the stimuli in the structured condition invited participants to deploy their attention more productively.
Learning Models
These findings were predicted by the internal feedback model, specifically the focused sampling mechanism. What do other models applicable to unsupervised learning predict about our task? We consider four types of models.
The maximum likelihood distributional model (Fried & Holyoak, 1984) claims that people learn independent distributions for each dimension. It has been assessed by investigating what people know about individual dimensions but has not addressed the possibility that people also learn relations among attributes or dimensions. Our experiments either fall outside its scope or it incorrectly predicts that participants will not perform above chance on our measures.
Autocorrelational models (e.g., Rumelhart & Zipser, 1986 ) can be applied to our experiment by treating our task as pattern completion or pattern recognition. Our test can be viewed as discriminating consistent from discrepant patterns, relative to the instances viewed during learning. These models predict that people will perform above chance in our task. Further, they predict that the probability of correctly rejecting an inconsistent value of one property given complete information about all of the other properties would be higher in the structured than in the isolating conditions. However, they do not predict an advantage for the structured condition when knowledge of an individual rule is tested because learning about one aspect competes with learning about others. In competitive models the associative strength between any pair of properties is less in the structured than in the isolating conditions, and this predicts that performance on the missingparts test should be worse in the structured than in the isolating conditions. To implement a model accounting for our results in a connectionist framework would require a collection of changes, such as introducing attentional learning (as in Kruschke's, 1992 , supervised learner), a control structure suitable to unsupervised learning that produces mutual aid as well as competition, and incorporation of multivalued attribute representation.
Existing instance similarity models (Heit, 1992; Hintzman, 1986; Kruschke, 1992; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1984) vary in how directly they can be applied to unsupervised learning. Because the context model (Medin & Schaffer, 1978 , for supervised learning) does not require discriminative feedback, it can be directly applied to our task by considering all of the learning instances as members of one category. However, this model predicts chance performance at test. Our missingparts test items deleted the information about the correlated attributes that would have increased the similarity of the consistent over the inconsistent item. Given no difference in similarity between the two test items, the basic context model predicts chance performance. In addition, of course, it would not predict differences between conditions (see details in Appendix B).
Models that repeatedly probe instance memory (Heit, 1992; Hintzman, 1986) are one interesting extension to a basic instance model. These models are influenced not only by how similar the test item is to items in memory but by how similar the best matching of memory items are to each other. These models apparently could predict an advantage for structured over isolating conditions (Experiments 1 and 2), but not for structured over orthogonal (Experiment 3). Actual simulation would be needed to assess predictions with certainty. A second type of extended similarity models might adapt the attentional learning mechanisms (Kruschke, 1992; Nosofsky, 1984) for supervised learning to a control structure that did not depend on discriminative feedback as the supervised models do.
Unsupervised hierarchical clustering models from machine learning (COBWEB, Fisher, 1987; TWILIX, Martin, 1992) and their nonhierarchical cousin (Anderson, 1991) share a critical property with the internal feedback model: Both approaches construct new representations that capture correlational structure as it is discovered. Hierarchical clustering models recursively cluster instances together on the basis of a criterion that maximizes predictive utility of the clusters. To classify a new instance, it is successively classified into the category that fits best, and the prediction is made from the maximally specific category (an instance in the original models). In this regard, recursive clustering models are doing a type of "instance comparison," but their power comes not from the similarity metric but from the organization used to aggregate old instances and sort through them to classify a new instance.
These models (Fisher, 1987; TWlLIX, Martin, 1992) , as well as nonhierarchical versions (Anderson, 1991; Martin & Billman, 1994) , do perform better when many attributes predict the same partitioning of instances. This factor would push these models toward better performance in the structured conditions relative to the isolating and orthogonal conditions, as we found. However, the regularities we used were perfectly reliable and quite trivial to learn for these models that are designed as optimal learners. It is unclear whether models such as Anderson's can simultaneously fit the overall level of performance and the differences between conditions. More restrictive models, hence ones able to make stronger psychological predictions, might be developed by including both attentional limits and attentional learning.
The relation between these instance clustering models and the rule-based approach of the internal feedback model is intriguing. Both capture correlational structure, the first by clustering instances together that share correlated properties and the second by explicit representation of correlational rules or patterns. Presumably both approaches are incomplete, as people have access both to knowledge about related instances and to knowledge about predictive relations between properties. How much discovery of correlational patterns drives formation of a new subcategory and how much subcategories facilitate discovery of correlational rules remains to be explored.
tasks with feedback as well. This might explain the difficulty Murphy and Wisniewski (1989) had in getting participants to learn simple correlations without the aid of strong prior theory: Their conditions were analogous to our isolating condition, not our structured conditions. Ecologically, an organizational bias toward discovery of multiple, intercorrelated cues should be adaptive in the natural world. Types of entities, particularly naturally occurring ones, do not embody arbitrary combinations of attribute values (Anderson, 1991; Rosch, 1978) , perhaps because distinct types are generated by distinct causes. The generality of this organizational bias for other types of categories will be worth exploring. Initial investigation of event categories suggests the bias holds there as well (Kersten & Billman, 1992 .
Our experiments focused on data driven learning, the extraction of regularities in input relatively independent of particular theories about attribute correlations. However, we believe our approach to data driven learning gains credence because it also meshes with theory. The structural biases we identified are just the ones a learner would want in order to bring theory and data into contact. The concepts that mark intercorrelated, mutually relevant attributes are just those that may merit theoretical explanation. These relations are less likely to be spurious. They organize objects into classes likely to share fundamental and perhaps initially unrecognized underlying properties that may be the province of a causal theory. Categories learned this way have no guarantee of theoretical consequence, of course. However, these biases allow a learner to operate without being blinded by theory while still striving for theoretical relevance.
These biases also analyze data so that theory might in turn have its effect on discovery. First, theory may initially influence learning by altering the starting state in terms of encoding input, relative attention among encoded properties, and initial strength of particular associations. Second, if any initial biases about attribute importance prove successful, their ongoing influence will be amplified by focused sampling. Thus for a learner guided by the principle of value systematicity and by mechanisms such as focused sampling, theory will have an exagerated cost when wrong and an accentuated benefit when correct.
Conclusions and Relations With Other Ideas
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Stimuli were designed to ensure that existing similarity models would not predict differences between structured and isolating conditions. To provide the most general control for similarity we equated the pattern of matching attribute values so that structured and isolating conditions had the identical pattern of matches between test and old items. Thus the pattern and content of matches were identical for the two conditions at test.
Learning stimuli in isolating and structured conditions were identical on Attributes 1 and 2 and on Attributes 5-7. Only the values of the third and fourth attributes differed at learning. They correlated with the first two attributes in the structured condition and were independent in the isolating condition.
For the items testing the rule present in both the isolating and structured conditions (between Attributes I and 2), Attributes 3 and 4 were deleted in the missing-parts method. Thus on the attributes specified in the test (1, 2, 5, 6, and 7), the pattern of matches and mismatches with the learning items were identical. For example, test item 21mm212 matched one old item 1112212 on four attributes in the isolating condition and the analogous one item 1111212 on the same four attributes in the structured condition. It matched 4 items on three attributes in the isolating condition and the analogous 4 items on three attributes in the structured condition. It matched 10 items on two attributes, 8 items on one attribute and 4 items on zero attributes in each condition. This parallelism in the exact pattern of matches, item for item and attribute for attribute, held for all test items.
Thus, instance similarity models that used a similarity metric specified in advance of learning (rather than changing to produce learning) would predict no difference. Consider a similarity model with the following properties: Changing attentional weights and an unsupervised learning procedure for reweighting that produces different changes in the structured and isolating conditions such that the attributes participating in more correlations get more attention. Such a model could produce the findings predicted by the focused sampling plan. The learning mechanism doing the work here is not storage and comparison of instances but a process of learning about what attributes are predictive. At this level of description, there would be no difference between the two accounts.
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